
Golem, Minor (created by Hogan) 

Medium-size Construct 

 

Hit Dice: 6d10 (27 hp) 

Initiative: -1 (Dex) 

Speed: 30 Feet (Can’t run) 

AC: 21 (-1 Dex, +12 Natural) 

Attacks: 2 slams + 9 melee 

Damage: Slam 2d6 + 5 

Face/Reach: 5 ft. by 5 ft / 5 ft. 

Special Qualities: Magic Immunity, Damage Reduction 15/+1, Symbol Vulnerability 

Special Attacks: - 

Saves: Fort +2, Ref +1, Will + 3 

Abilities: Str 20, Dex 9, Con -, Int -, Wis 11, Cha 1 

Skills: - 

Feats: - 

Climate/Terrain: Any 

Organization: Solitary 

Challenge Rating: 5 

Treasure: None 

Alignment: Always Neutral 

Advancement: - 

 

A Minor Golem has normally been created from earth, clay, sand or similar but when animated it will be much like the 

Clay Golem in appearance. It will always be humanoid in every appearance, but the creator can have chosen to give it a 

few special features in its’ creation. No matter how it will end up looking, the Golem is easy recognized by its clayish 

look and its eyes that are merely empty sockets glowing with an eerie red light. This trait is easy recognizable in 

darkness and even at close range in daylight. The most prominent feature of the Golem is its’ holy symbol of creation, 

which is burned into its brow right above the eyes. 

As other golems, the Minor Golem doesn’t speak or utter any other sound. It only responds to the orders of its’ creator. 

Being a magically creature created by the spell of Create Minor Golem, the Minor Golems only live to serve their creator 

for their however short lifespan. They are normally used for quick battles in which they can change the outcome. Also 

being a magical construction with a very limited lifespan, a Minor Golem doesn’t give anything to the environment. 

However, once in a while rumors surface of Minor Golems who somehow has managed to become an independent 

sentient being, that’ll try to become a part of a world which it not quite understands. 

 

Combat 
The Minor Golem has no initiative of its own and completely follows the orders of its’ creator. Once given, the orders 

will be followed explicitly until another set orders is issued by the creator. Any order must be given orally and loud 

enough to be heard by the Golem. 

Construct: Immune to mind-influencing effects, poison, disease and similar effects. Not subject to critical hits, subdual 

damage, ability damage, energy drain, or death from massive damage. 

Magic Immunity (Ex) A Minor Golem is immune to all spells, spell-like abilities, and supernatural effects, except as 

follows: A Move Earth spell drives the golem back 120 feet and deals 3d12 in damage to it. A Disintegrate spells slows 

the golem (as the Slow spell) for 1d6 rounds and deals 1d12 points of damage. An Earthquake cast directly at a Minor 

Golem stops it from moving that round and deals 5d10 points of damage. The Golem gets no saving throw against any of 

these effects. 

Symbol Vulnerability (Ex) Should the Golem be hit directly in its’ symbol (requires a called shot with a –8 penalty for 

Fine size), it must make a Fortitude saving throw against DC 15 or be instantly destroyed 

 


